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KNOWLEDGE
Ability to remember something previously learned.

KEY WORDS:
choose
locate
relate
what

define
match
remember
when

find
memorize
select
where

how
name
show
which

label
omit
spell
who

list
recall
tell
why

QUESTIONS:
What is……….?
Where is……………?
How did ________ happen?
Why did…………?
When did…………..?
How would you show………..?
Who were the main ………..?
Which one…………..?

How is……..?
When did ___________ happen?
How would you explain………?
How would you describe…………..?
Can you recall………?
Can you select…….?
Can you list the three……?
Who was………..?

SKILLS






Match the parts
Copy the definition
Label the picture
Review the facts
List the steps

PRODUCTS






Multiple Choice
Fill-in-the-Blank
Fact file
List
Memorize a poem

Level 1 – KNOWLEDGE (Remembering)

COMPREHENSION
Demonstrate a basic understanding of concepts.

KEY WORDS:
classify
explain
relate

compare
extend
rephrase

contrast
illustrate
restate

demonstrate
infer
show

describe
interpret
summarize

edit
outline
translate

QUESTIONS:
How would you classify the type of…………?
How would you compare….? contrast…….?
Will you state or interpret in your own words…?
How would you rephrase the meaning……?
What facts or ideas show…..?
What is the main idea of….?

Which statements support….?
Can you explain what is happening….?
What is meant….?
What can you say about….?
Which is the best answer…..?
How would you summarize…….?

SKILLS







Compare and contrast ideas
Organize ideas
Summarize
Give examples
Infer from reading
Explain a question

PRODUCTS







Model
Diagram or drawing
Response to a question
Note cards
Chart
Timeline

Level 2 – COMPREHENSION (Understanding)

APPLICATION
Transfer knowledge used in one situation to another situation.

KEY WORDS:
apply
develop
organize

build
experiment with
plan

calculate
identify
practice

choose
interview
select

construct
make use of
try

cook
model
utilize

QUESTIONS:
How would you use…..?
What examples can you find to…?
How would you solve ____ using what you’ve learned?
How would you organize_______ to show….?
How would you show your understanding of…..?
How would you apply what you learned to develop…..?
What questions would you ask in an interview with….?

What approach would you use to……?
What other way would you plan to….?
What would result if….?
Can you make use of the facts to….?
What elements would you choose to change..?
What facts would you select to show….?

SKILLS







PRODUCTS







Use whatever means necessary to….
Calculate the answer
Act out the technique
Identify main idea
Write interview questions
Plan a meal

Build a model
Artwork
Demonstration
Diorama
Interview the Principal
Cook the meal

N
Level 3 – APPLICATION (Applying)

ANALYSIS
Understand how parts relate to a whole.

KEY WORDS:
analyze
contrast
divide
inspect
survey

assumption
deduce
examine
list
take part in

categorize
detect
function
motive
test for

classify
discover
infer
question
theme

compare
dissect
inventory
relationships

conclusion
distinguish
investigate
simplify

QUESTIONS:
What are the parts or features of……?
How is ____ related to….?
What do you think……?
What is the theme……?
What motive is there……?
Can you list the parts….?
What inference can you make…..?
What conclusions can you draw…..?

How would you classify…..?
How would you categorize…..?
Can you identify the different parts….?
What evidence can you find…..?
What is the relationship between…..?
Can you make a distinction between…..?
What is the function of…..?
What ideas justify…..?

SKILLS







Compare fact and hypothesis
Describe the pattern
Relate cause and effect
Identify possible conclusions
Investigate a problem
Simplify the answer

PRODUCTS







Experiment
Survey
Questionnaire
Plan
Solution
Essay

Level 4 - ANALYSIS (Analyzing)

EVALUATION
Judge the value of something through the use of criteria.
Support judgment.

KEY WORDS:
agree
conclude
determine
importance
measure
recommend

appraise
criteria
disprove
influence
opinion
rule on

assess
criticize
dispute
interpret
perceive
select

award
decide
estimate
judge
prioritize
support

choose
deduct
evaluate
justify
prove
value

compare
defend
explain
mark
rate

QUESTIONS:
Do you agree with the actions…? the
outcome…?
What is your opinion of….?
How would you prove….? disprove…..?
Can you assess the value or importance of….?
Would it be better if…..?
Why did they (the character) choose….?
What would you recommend…..?
How would you rate the…..?
What would you cite to defend the actions…..?
How would you evaluate…..?
How could you determine….?

What choice would you have made….?
What would you select….?
How would you prioritize….?
What judgment would you make about….?
Based on what you know, how would you explain..?
How would you justify…..?
What data was used to make the conclusion…?
Why was it better that….?
How would you prioritize the facts….?
How would you compare the ideas…? people…?
What information would you use to support the
view..?

SKILLS








Determine relative value
Support your opinion
Predict the outcome
Determine a ranking
Defend an answer
Prove a point
Measure the effectiveness

PRODUCTS








Decision
Rating/Grades
Editorial
Debate
Critique
Defense
Verdict

Level 5 – EVALUATION (Evaluating)

SYNTHESIS
Re-form individual parts to make a whole

KEY WORDS:
adapt
compose
discuss
imagine
modify
re-arrange

build
construct
elaborate
improve
original
solution

change
create
estimate
invent
originate
solve

choose
delete
forecast
make up
plan
suppose

combine
design
formulate
maximize
predict
test

compile
develop
happen
minimize
propose
theorize

QUESTIONS:
What changes would you make to solve…..?
How would you improve….?
Can you elaborate on the reason….?
Can you propose an alternative…..?
Can you invent….?
How would you adapt ____to create a different..?
How could you change (modify) the plot (plan)..?
What could be done to minimize (maximize)…..?
What way would you design…..?
What could be combined to improve (change)….?

Suppose you could ___what would you do….?
How would you test…..?
Can you formulate a theory for…?
Can you predict the outcome if….?
How would you estimate the results for….?
What facts can you compile…..?
Can you construct a model that would change….?
Can you think of an original way for the ….?
What would happen if……?

SKILLS







Design an original plan
Finish an incomplete sentence
Change something to suit a new purpose
Predict the weather
Compile a list
Elaborate on a topic

PRODUCTS







Lesson Plan
Song
Poem
Story
Advertisement
Invention

N

Level 6 – SYNTHESIS (Creating)

